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Abstract 
Observing that a locally weakly Lindelof space X is a quasi-F space (basically disconnected 
space respectively) if and only if it has an F-base (pretty base respectively), we show that for 
a locally weakly Lindelof space X, its minimal quasi-F cover QF(X) and minimal basically 
disconnected cover AX are given by the filter space of fixed Z(X)#-ultrafilters on X and that of 
fixed 02(X)‘-ultrafilters on X, respectively. We also show that for a weakly Lindelof space X, 
PAX and ApX are homeomorphic. 
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1. Introduction 
It is known that minimal covers of compact spaces are given by certain filter spaces. 
Among others, Vermeer showed that the minimal basically disconnected cover AX of 
a compact space X is given by the Stone-space S(gZ(X)#) of aZ(X)# and that the 
minimal basically disconnected cover /lx of a locally compact space X is a subspace of 
/IpX [7]. In [3], the minimal quasi-F cover QF(X) of a compact space X is characterized 
by the ultrafilter space C(Z(X)#) of Z(X)#. 
The purpose to write this paper is to extend the above result to noncompact spaces. 
Let C denote a full subcategory of the category Tych of Tychonoff spaces and con- 
tinuous maps such that Y E C if and only if PY E C. 
We first show that for any X E Tych and any minimal C-cover f : M + ,0X of ,0X, 
the inverse image (f-l(X), fx) of X along to f is the minimal C-cover of X if and 
only if f-‘(X) E C. 
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Using this, we then show that for any locally weakly Lindelof space X, the minimal 
quasi-F cover QF(X) of X is given by the filter space {a: cr is a fixed Z(X)#-ultrafilter 
on X} and the minimal basically disconnected cover AX of X is given by the filter space 
{cr: IY is a fixed gZ(X)#-ultrafilter on X}. Moreover, it is shown that for any weakly 
Lindelof space X, /I/3X = PAX. All spaces in this paper are assumed to be Tychonoff 
spaces. For a space X, PX : X + /3X denotes the Stone-?ech compactification of X 
and Z(X) (Coz(X), B(X) respectively) the set of all zero-sets (cozero-sets, clopen sets 
respectively) in X. For the terminology, we refer to [ 1,6]. 
2. Minimal quasi-F covers and basically disconnected covers 
We recall that a continuous map f : Y + X is a covering map if f is an onto, perfect, 
irreducible map. In case, (Y, f) is called a cover of X. 
Definition 2.1. Let C be a full subcategory of Tycb and X E Tych. Then 
(a) a cover (Y, f) is called a C-cover of X if Y E C; 
(b) a C-cover (Y, f) of X is called a minimal C-cover of X if for any C-cover (2, g) 
of X, there is a covering map h: 2 + Y with f o h = g. 
Let X, Y be spaces and f : Y + X a continuous map. For any U C X, let 
fu : f-‘(U) -+ U denote the inverse image of U along to f, i.e., the restriction and 
corestriction of f to f-’ (U) and U, respectively. 
Proposition 2.2. Let C be a full subcategory of Tych such that Y E C if and only 
if PY E C. Suppose that X E ‘Ijeh and (M, f) is the minimal C-cover of ,0X. If 
f-‘(X) E C, then (f-‘(X), fx) is the minimal C-cover of X. 
Proof. Consider the diagram: 
where the right hand rectangle is a pullback. Since f is a covering map and px : X -+ PX 
is a dense embedding, fx is a covering map. Thus by the assumption, fx : f-‘(X) + X 
is a C-cover of X. Take any C-cover (Y, g) of X, then there is a unique continuous map 
go : j3Y + OX with go O~Y = /3x og; hence gp is a covering map. Since PY E C, there 
is a covering map h : /3Y t M with f oh = go. Since f oho& = gflo,& = 0x09, there 
is a unique continuous map Ic : Y + f--I (X) such that j o Ic = h o ,& and fx o lc = g. 
To show that lc is a covering map, it is enough to show that lc is onto (see [6]). Let e E 
f-‘(X), then there is a y E PY with h(y) = e. Hence go(y) = f(h(y)) = f(e) E X. 
Since g,gp are covering maps, y E Y; therefore k(y) = h(y) = e. This completes the 
proof. 0 
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Proposition 2.3. Let C, D and E be full subcategories of Tych satisfying: 
(a) D n E C C C E, 
(b) D is left fitting with respect to covering maps, i.e., if (Y, f) is a cover of X and 
X E D, then Y E D, and 
(c) E is dense hereditary, i.e., if X is dense in Y and Y E E, then X E E. 
Then if X E D and (M, f) is a C-cover of /3X, then f-‘(X) E C. 
Proof. Let X E D and (M, f) b e a C-cover of ,0X. Then fx : f-‘(X) t X is a 
covering map and f-’ (X) is dense in M. By (b), f-r (X) E D and by (c), f-’ (X) E E. 
Hence, by (a), f-‘(X) E C. 0 
Recall that a space X is a weakly Lindeliif space if for any open cover U of X, there 
is a countable subfamily V of U with clx (U V) = X and that a space X is a locally 
weakly Lindelofspace if every element of X has a weakly Lindelof neighborhood. 
We omit the easy proof of the following. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X, Y be spaces and f : Y + X a covering map. For any open set U 
in X, fu : f-‘(U) + U is a covering map. 
Suppose that X is a locally weakly Lindelbf space. Since X is a Tychonoff space, 
Coz(X) is an open base for X and hence for any z E X, {C E Coz(X): z E C} is a 
local base at x in X. Since a cozero-set in a weakly Lindelof space is a weakly Lindelof 
space [2], for any x E X, {C: C is an open weakly Lindelof neighborhood of x} is a 
local base at Z. Therefore, using the above lemma, together with the fact that weakly 
Lindelof spaces are left fitting with respect to covering maps [5], we have the following: 
Proposition 2.5. Locally weakly Lindelof spaces are left$tting with respect to covering 
maps. 
Definition 2.6. A space X is said to be a quasi-F space (basically disconnected space 
respectively) if every dense cozero-set (cozero-set respectively) in X is C*-embedded 
in X. 
Definition 2.7. An open base I? for a space X is said to be an F-base if it satisfies the 
following: 
(a) f? C Coz(X); 
(b) for any Ct , CZ in B, 
intx ( clx (Cl )) U intx ( clx (Cz)) = intx ( clx (Cl U Cz)) ; 
(c) B is closed under countable unions. 
Proposition 2.8. A weakly Lindelof space X has an F-base I3 if and only tf X is a 
quasi-F space. 
Proof. Suppose that X has an F-base B and take any 21, 22 E Z(X) with intx(,Zr) n 
intx(Zz) = 0. Then (X-Zr)U(X-2) d 2 IS ense in X and X - 21, X - Zz are weakly 
Lindelof spaces. Using the fact that I3 is a base for X, which is closed under countable 
unions, we have C in 13 such that X - Zr = clx (C) n (X- Zr ) and hence clx (X - Z, ) = 
cl~(C). Similarly, there is D in B with clx(X - 22) = cl~(D). Since C, D E B, 
intx( clx(X - Zr)) U intx (clx(X - 22)) 
= intx ( clx (C)) u intx ( clx (0)) 
=intx(clx(CUD)) =intx(clx((X-Zr)U(X-Zr))) =X; 
therefore clx(intx(Zr )) n clx (intx(Zz)) = 0. Thus by the result in [3], X is a quasi-F 
space. 
The converse is trivial, for Coz(X) is an F-base for a quasi-F space X [3]. 0 
Definition 2.9 [4]. An open base B for a space X is said to be a pretty base if it satisfies 
the following: 
(a) B G B(X); 
(b) for any countable family (BTL) in B, clx(U B,,) E B. 
In [4], Henriksen showed that every weakly Lindelof space with a pretty base is a 
basically disconnected space. 
For an F-base (pretty base respectively) B for a space X and an open or dense sub- 
space U of X, one can easily show that the trace 23~ = {C n U: C E B} is again an 
F-base (pretty base respectively) for U. 
Theorem 2.10. A locally weakly Lindelif space is a quasi-F space (basically discon- 
nected space respectively) if and only if it has an F-base (pretty base respectively). 
Proof. Let X be a locally weakly Lindelof space with an F-base (pretty base respec- 
tively). Suppose that X is not a quasi-F space (basically disconnected space respec- 
tively). Then there is a dense cozero-set (cozero-set respectively) C in X which is not 
C*-embedded in X. By the Urysohn’s extension theorem, there are disjoint zero-sets Fl 
and Fz in C with clx(Fr ) ncl~(F2) # 0. Then there are disjoint zero-sets Al and AZ in 
C such that Fi 2 intc(Ai) (i = 1,2). S’ mce C is a cozero-set in X, there are zero-sets Zr 
andZzinXwithAi= ZinC(i= 1,2)andintc(ZinC)=intx(Zi)nC(i=1,2). 
Pick z E clx(Fr ) n clx(F2). Since X is a locally weakly Lindelof space, there is 
a weakly Lindelijf open neighborhood U of x in X. Then U has an F-base (pretty 
base respectively) and hence U is a quasi-F space (basically disconnected space respec- 
tively). Let T = C n U, then T is a dense cozero-set (cozero-set respectively) in U and 
hence T is C*-embedded in U. Since Zr n T and Zl n T are disjoint zero-sets in T, 
clu(Zr n T) n clu(Zz n T) = 0. But 
0 = clu(Z1 n T) n clzi(Zz n T) 
=~l~(Z,nCnU)ncl~(Z~nCnU)nU 
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> clx(intx(Zt) n C fl U) n clx(intx(&) n C n U) n U 
= clx(intc(At) n U) n clx(intc(A~) n U) n U 
= clx(intc(At)) n clx(intc(A2)) n U 
2 dx(Fl) n dx(F2) n u. 
This is a contradiction. The converse is trivial. 0 
Let QF (BD respectively) denote the full subcategory of ‘Ijwh determined by 
quasi-F spaces (basically disconnected spaces respectively) and for any X E Tych, 
let (QF(X), @x) and (QF(PX), @pi) ((AX, Ax) and (ApX, Ap) respectively) denote 
the minimal QF-covers (BD-covers respectively) of X and PX, respectively (see [5,7]). 
Let LWL be the full subcategory of Tych determined by locally weakly Lindelijf 
spaces and FB (PB respectively) the full subcategory of nch determined by spaces 
with F-bases (pretty bases respectively). Then by Proposition 2.5, Theorem 2.10 and the 
remark preceding Theorem 2.10, we have: 
(a)LWLfIFBCQFzFBandLWLnPBC_BDCPB, 
(b) LWL is left fitting with respect to covering maps, and 
(c) FB and PB are dense hereditary. 
The following is now immediate from Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.3. 
Theorem 2.11. For a locall>) weakly Lindeltif space X, 
(@i’(X), @p,) ((A;‘(X), Aax) respectively) 
is the minimal QF-cover (BD-cover respectively) of X. 
For a space X, let R(X) denote the Boolean algebra of regular closed sets in X. 
Lemma 2.12. Suppose Y is an extension of a space X, then the map 4: R(Y) + 
R(X) (4(A) = A n X) is a Boolean algebra isomorphism. 
Proof. For any A E R(Y), A n X = clx(intx(A n X)); hence 4 is well-defined and 
a homomorphism. Moreover, for A E R(Y), A = cly(A n X); therefore 4 is one-to- 
one. Take any D E R(X), let U be an open set in Y with D = clx(U n X), then 
4(cly(U)) = D. Thus 4 is onto. 0 
A lattice L is called u-complete if every countable subset of L has join and meet. 
For a subset M of a complete Boolean algebra L, CM denotes the smallest a-complete 
Boolean subalgebra containing M. 
For a space X, {clx(intx(Z)): 2 E Z(X)} will be denoted by Z(X)#. 
Proposition 2.13. For a space X, the isomorphism C$ :R(PX) + R(X) induces lattice 
isomorphisms Z(pX)# + Z(X)” and oZ@X)” -+ oZ(X)#. 
Proof. By the above lemma, it is enough to show that 4 sends each domain onto the 
codomain, respectively. 
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Let A E Z(pX)#, then there is an fP E C(pX) with A = clpx(intox(Z(fP))). Let 
f = ffllx. Then A n X = clx(intx(Z(fB) n X)) = dx(intx(Z(f))). Thus 4(A) E 
Z(X)#. Let Z(g) E Z(X) f or some g E C(X). We may assume that g is bounded. Then 
there is a gp E C(pX) such that g = gp]x and Z(g) = Z(g”)nX. Since Z(gfl) is closed 
in /3X, clx(intx(Z(g))) = clax(intax(Z(g4))) n X. Hence +(Z(pX)#) = Z(X)#. 
Using this and the above lemma, we have ~(oZ(~X)“) = ITZ(X)#. 0 
It is known that for a space X, QF(PX) (A/3X respectively) is the Z(PX)#-ultrafilter 
space .C(Z(pX)“) (the Stone-space S(OZ(~X)“) of crZ(pX)# respectively) and @p(a) 
(Ap(cu) respectively) is given by na for cr E C(Z(PX)#) (cu E S(OZ(PX)#) respec- 
tively) (see [6,7] for the details). Since Z(pX)” (aZ(pX)# respectively) is isomorphic 
with Z(X)# (o-Z(X)” respectively) by the above proposition, there is a homeomorphism 
h : L(Z(X)#) -+ L(z(px)#) (h : S(cTZ(X)#) + S(cZ(/3X)“) respectively) such that 
Qp o h = g (Aoo h = g respectively), where g : C(Z(X)#) + /3X (g : S(aZ(X)#) + PX 
respectively) is the map defined by g(o) = n{clox(A): A E c~} for (Y E L(Z(X)#) 
(a E S(gZ(X)#) respectively). Thus by Theorem 2.11, we have: 
Theorem 2.14. Let X he a locally weakly Lindeliif space. Then 
(4 QF(X) is g’ wen by the subspace {N: a is a jixed Z(X)#-ultrafilter on X} of 
C(Z(X)#) and @&!) = @; 
(b) AX is given by the subspuce {a: cy is a fixed aZ(X)#-ultrafilter on X} of 
S(aZ(X)#) and Ax@) = nQ. 
The following is due to Henriksen, Vermeer and Woods [5]. 
Definition 2.15. A subspace X of a space Y is said to be Z#-embedded in Y if for any 
A E Z(X)#, there is a B E Z(Y)” such that A = B n X. 
Proposition 2.16. For a space X, the following are equivalent: 
(a) A,‘(X) is C*-embedded in A/3X. 
(b) A,‘(X) is Z-embedded in A/3X. 
(c) As’(X) is Z#-embedded in ApX. 
Proof. Clearly each statement implies the next one. Suppose that A;‘(X) is Z#- 
embedded in APX and take any disjoint zero-sets A1 and A2 in A,‘(X). Then there 
are disjoint zero-sets Zi and Z2 such that A, C int nP (x)(Zi) (i = 1,2). Since A,‘(X) --1 
is Z#-embedded in ApX, there arc zero-sets Bi and Bz in ApX such that 
~l,~l(~) (int,;l(,)(Zi)) = cl_4~x(int~px(Bi)) nA;‘(X) (i = 1,2). 
Since clnpx(intnpx(Bi)) and cln~x(int,tpx(B2)) are clopen sets in A/7X, 
&tgx ( intnpx (Bl )) n CLIPX ( intngx C&j) = 0 
and hence 
cl &3X ( intApX (Al )) n ClApX ( intAgx (AZ)) = 8. 
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By the Urysohn’s extension theorem, A&‘(X) is C*-embedded in APX. 0 
It is known that if X is a weakly Lindelof space and Y is an extension of X, then X 
is Z#-embedded in Y [5]. Hence by Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.16, we have: 
Theorem 2.17. For a weakly Lindeliif space X, PAX and ApX are homeomorphic. 
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